
Science One Term I Physics Exam
December 10, 2012
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Bamfield Number:
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Questions I -22:Multiple Choice: I points each
Questions 23-29: Long answer: 25 points total

Multiple choice answers:

Formula sheet at the back (you can remove it...carefullyl)



Question 1: A jet plane flies at a constant velocity of 900 km/hr. Which of the arows
best represents the net force on the plane?
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Question 3: The graph above represents the position vs time for an object. For which
of the marked points on the graph does the instantaneous velocity most nearly equal
the average velocity of the object from time 0 up to that time?

V= rba. = o

Question 2: A car travels around a curve at
constant speed (velocity represented by the
fat arrow). Which of the thin arrows best
represents the car's acceleration?

A)A B)B C)CD)D AD
QNone of tÈË-above; the tcefery$r is O.
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Question 4: The picture above represents the position of an object movingfrom ríght
to left at equal time steps. The arrow indicates the positive x direction. Which of the
graphs below best represents the object's x velocity vs time? r;J ht ì t "F[
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Question 6: Two space salmon are initially at rest. A space frsherman shoots four peas
at the larger salmon and two peas at the smaller salmon. All the peas are originally
travelling at the same speed and all the peas bounce off with the same speed. If the
smaller salmon is observed to be travelling twice as fast as the larger one after the
collisions, what is the mass of the smaller salmon relative to the mass of the larger
salmon?

A) The same B) Half as much
D) One eighth as much E) It's actually heavier.

Question 7: A ball moving at4m/s collides with a stationary ball of equal mass. If the
collision is not perfectly elastic, which of the following could be the result of the
collision?
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Question 8: An object confined to the x axis is acted on by a single force associated
with a potential energy function U(x). If at some time the object is at a place where
U(x) is minimum, we can say that

a& acceleration is zero B) its velocity is zero
-C) both A and B D) neither A nor B
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Question 9: Santa Claus is travelling in his hyper-sleigh at velocity ,[U4c. 'Which of

D)B)
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A) less than mo + M'
@ gr.u,er than ffio * M'

C) equal to mo + M'
D) any of the above are possible
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Question L0: A large spacecraft with a self-sustaining population of humans and other
species travels at v:0.6c from Earth to the recently discovered planet Kepler22b, 600
light years from Earth. How many years pass og the ship's clock during the voyage to
planet Kepler 22b? teJr^ = 4W = lo o u y^(t
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Question 1l: A nucleus of mass M decàys into anothbr nucleus of mass M' by
emitting an a particle. We can say that the original mass M is
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Question 13: An artist gives you the design above for a piece of art that will hang
from the ceiling.He asks you whether,the a$ wprk will stay horizontal. After a quick
calculation, you tell him that tl"¡f *' Sü; ^t +.1*
A) the art will tip to the right.
Ð the art will tip to the left.

@n"art will sfay balanced.

Question l4z A big solid disk sits on a frictionless axle. A
man stands at the edge of the disk. If the man tries to run,

A) the man will stay in the same place and the disk will

--roQe 
under him.

( B) tþb man will move counterclockwise around the axle,
V-ile the disk will rotate clockwise around the axle

(viewed from the top).
C) the man and the disk will both start moving clockwise

1ks
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around the axis.
D) the man and the disk will both end up moving
counterclockwise around the axis.
Ignore any fficts associated with air resistance.
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Question 15: In roughly 5 billion years, our Sun is expected to expand into a red giant
star. If its radius increases by a factor of 400, its period of rotation would

A) stay the same

B) become2} times longer
C) become 400 times longer
D) become l6000times longer
E) become 20 times shorter
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Question 16: Suppose that we replaced the wheels of a bicycle with solid disks with
the same mass and radius as regular bicycle wheels. Ignoring any possible effects
associated with air resistance, and assuming that the surface of the wheel is the same
as a regular bicycle tire, we would expect that
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it would be to pedal the bike. â' 7¡\tan

Question l7: The picture at the right shows the cross-section of
a yo-yo. The radius of the inner circle is r and the radius of the
outer circle is R. We can say that the linear downward velocity
v and rhe angular velociry r#r:ry1Ë:r.j,"ä? 
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Qrgne bicycle would be easier to pedal.
B) the bicycle would be harder to pedal.
C) the change would not affect how easy

E) none of these; v and o are independent of each other

Question 18: Two strings of equal length (but different density) are joined together
and set to vibrate in a standing wave. If the wave is as shown in the figure above, what
is the ratio of the linear density of the string on the left to the linear density of the
string on the right (prl¡ro)?

A) U4
B) t/2
c)l
D)2
E)4

Question 19: The speed of a wave travelling in shallow water depends only on the
depth of the water h (assumed to be much less than the wavelength) and the
acceleration of gravity g. The speed is given by one of the formulae below; use
dimensional analysis to determine which is the correct one.

A)v:g/h B)u: (gh)t'' C)v:gh D),r: (gh)t'' E)u: (h/g)t''
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Question 20: In an effort to control the noise in the Science One study room, James
suggests that a wire mesh be installed on the walls to reduce the reflected noise. Some
portion of the sound wave will be reflected off it, while the rest will pass through and
get reflected off the wall. If James particularly wants to eliminate high-pitched
giggling noises whose sound waves have wavelength0.2m, how far should James
install the mesh from the wall? (note: there is no phase shift for the reflections from
the mesh or wall)

Question 2lz ln a double-slit experiment, laser light is shone through apair of slits,
and a pattern of light and dark spots is observed on a screen. In which of the following
situations will the spacing between the spots be the same as it was originally?

A) Laser light with twice the wavelength is used, and distance between the slits is
halved.
B) Light with twice the frequency is used, and the distance between the slits is
doubled.
C) Laser light with twice the wavelength is used, and distance between the slits is
doubled.
D) Laser light with twice the amplitude is used, and the distance between the slits is
doubled.

Question 22zIn a double-slit experiment, laser light is shone through apair of slits,
and a pattern of light and dark spots is observed on a screen. If an identical experiment
is performed in water, we expect that,

A) The spots would get closer together.
B) The spots would get further apart.
C) The pattern would remain the same.
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A) 0.05m
B) 0.lm
C) 0.2m
D) 0.4m
E) 0.8m



Question 23:

Light passes through a material that has two changes in the index of refraction. Draw
the transmitted waves on the upper and the reflected waves on the lowerpart of thefigure- (2 points)
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Question 24: Below is a history graph of a wave pulse travelling at2 mlsto the right.

. A points)

D(*: ? m,t)
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a) On the axes below, draw the snapshot graph fort:3 s.

b) On the a¡res below, draw the history graph atx:4 m.



Question 25: Explain concisely how Newton's Second Law can be used to predict the
future.
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Question 26: Mark sits in the middle of a round room listening to Gangnam Style on
repeat. Several days later, he begins to get tired of listening to the song. Unfortunately,
there is no way to turn off the music. Fortunately, he finds that only one of the
speakers is attached to the ground, and the other one can be moved anywhere he likes.
On the picture below, indicate all the places where Mark can move the second speaker
so that the most annoying part of the music (which has a frequency of l70Hz) will be
as quiet as possible at the location of his chair. (3 points)
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Question 27: TheLarge Hadron Collider in Geneva accelerates protons close to
the speed of light, so that their total energy is 7000 times their t.rt.n.rgy. If the

þ9u. has l0r0 protons per second, and we shine the beam at a lkg block on a
frictionless table so the protons reflect directly backwards at apprãximately the
same speed, how long will it be before the block moves one meter?

For thís problem, it is reasonable to ignore the change in mass of the block.
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Question 28: A l00kg iron ball is loaded into a catapult that starts off in the
position shown. When it is fired, the catapult exerts a torque on the lever arm
that increases linearly with time:

r(t): (300,000Nm/s) t

When the catapult arm reaches an angle of 45 degrees, it hits a barrier that
prevents it from moving further, leaving the ball to fly freely. Bothvar is
thinking about buying this catapult to sent iron balls over the castle walls of his
enemies. TVhat are the highest castle walls over which he will be able to send
balls? (4 points)
Assume that the mass of the lever arm can be i re,latíve to the mass of theball. LU-ç^ssno¿- z;:
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Question 292In a two-dimensional alternate universe, the gravitational potential
energy of an object of mass m at a distance of r from an object of mass M is

U:GzMmln(r/R¡)

(where ln is the natural logarithm) and Ro is a constant. Determine the speed v so that
the object in the diagram above will move in a circular orbit around tþe star. (4 points)
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b) Suppose the solar system above were filled with stationary dust with density p
(kg/^') that can bui-ld up on the planet's surface as it orbits. bescribe qualitatively and
quantitatively the effects of this dust on the orbit. You may assume that the planei,s
size doesn't change as it gets more massive and that any dust that sticks to tñe planet is
replaced by other dust. (2 points + possible bonus point)
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FORMTILA SHEET

v: ô/dt a: dv/dt

p=mv (ifv<<c) J:Ap

F: dp/dt

lFl : C v2, lFl : lr N, lFl - mg, lFl : kx F*: -dU/dx

E : mgh E: Y, mvz E: Yzk (As)2 LW = F . m

L: I co L: M vo.*R co : d0 /dt a : dcrl /dt

r : dL/dt t : Fo"* R E: YrI a2 -r 
= ï".

a: vtlR o¡: v/R

I = M Ff 1ring, point mass), y2MrRÍ (solid disk, cylinder), ,/rMR2 (solid sphere),
t/rML2 (stick from one end), t¡rMl2 (stick through middlä), ,/rWnÍ grotto* sphere)

l.f:v u:1T/¡t)rt dsinO:nl,

T: (1 - v2 /c2)-tt2 vT: c (yt - l)'''

X':T(x_vt)
t,:y(t-(v/c2)x)

u' : (u - v/(l -uv/ c2)

i:y^ú B:yffic2 v/c2:pÆ E':p'ê+m2c4

llightyear:cxlyear
cx3 x l08m/s
G: 6.67 x lo-rr N m2lkg2
vsound :340 mls
g: 9.8 m/s2


